When dealing with very large datasets of functional data, survey sampling approaches are useful in order to obtain estimators of simple functional quantities, without being obliged to store all the data. We propose here a Horvitz-Thompson estimator of the mean trajectory. In the context of a superpopulation framework, we prove under mild regularity conditions that we obtain uniformly consistent estimators of the mean function and of its variance function. With additional assumptions on the sampling design we state a functional Central Limit Theorem and deduce asymptotic confidence bands. Stratified sampling is studied in detail, and we also obtain a functional version of the usual optimal allocation rule considering a mean variance criterion. These techniques are illustrated by means of a test population of N = 18902 electricity meters for which we have individual electricity consumption measures every 30 minutes over one week. We show that stratification can substantially improve both the accuracy of the estimators and reduce the width of the global confidence bands compared to simple random sampling without replacement.
Introduction
The development of distributed sensors has enabled access to potentially huge databases of signals evolving along time and observed on very fine scales. Exhaustive collection of such data would require major investments, both for transmission of the signals through networks and for storage. As noted in Chiky & Hébrail (2008) , survey sampling of the sensors, which entails randomly selecting only a part of the curves of the population and which represents a trade off between limited storage capacities and the accuracy of the data, may be relevant compared to signal compression in order to obtain accurate approximations to simple functional quantities such as mean trajectories.
Our study is motivated by the estimation, in a fixed time interval, of the mean electricity consumption curve of a large number of consumers. The French electricity operator EDF,Électricité De France, intends over the next few years to install over 30 million electricity meters, in each firm and household, which will be able to send individual electricity consumption measures on very fine time scales. Collecting, saving and analyzing all this information, which may be considered as functional, would be very expensive. As an illustrative example, a sample of 20 individual curves, selected among a test population of N = 18902 electricity meters, is plotted in Figure 1 . The curves consist, for each company selected, of the electricity consumption measured every 30 minutes over a period of one week. The target is the mean population curve, and we note the high variability between individuals.
Using survey sampling strategies is one way to get accurate estimates at reasonable cost. The main questions addressed in this paper are to determine the precision of a survey sampling strategy and the strategies likely to improve the sampling selection process in order to obtain estimators that are as accurate as possible and to derive global confidence bands that are as sharp as possible for stratified sampling. There is a vast literature in survey sampling theory ; see for example Fuller (2009) . However, as far as we know, the convergence issue with such sampling strategies in finite population has not yet been studied in the functional data analysis literature (Ramsay & Silverman, 2005 , Müller, 2005 except by Cardot et al. (2010) , where the objective was to reduce the dimension of the data through functional principal components in the Hilbert space of square integrable functions. Here we adopt a different point of view and consider the sampled trajectories as elements of the space of continuous functions equipped with the usual sup norm in order to get uniform consistency results through maximal inequalities. Then, it is possible to build global confidence bands with the help of properties of suprema of Gaussian processes and the functional central limit theorem.
Notation, estimators and basic properties
Let us consider a finite population U N = {1, . . . , k, . . . , N } of size N, and suppose that to each unit k in U N we can associate a unique function Y k (t), for t ∈ [0, T ], with T < ∞. Our target is the mean trajectory
We consider a sample s drawn from U N according to a fixed-size sampling design p N (s), where p N (s) is the probability of drawing the sample s. The size n N of s is nonrandom and we suppose that the first and second order inclusion probabilities satisfy π k = P(k ∈ s) > 0, for all k ∈ U N , and π kl = P(k & l ∈ s) > 0 for all k, l ∈ U N , k = l, so that each unit and each pair of units can be drawn with a non null probability from the population. It is now possible to write the classical Horvitz-Thompson estimator of the mean curve,
where I k is the sample membership indicator, I k = 1 if k ∈ s and I k = 0 otherwise. We clearly have E(I k ) = π k and E(I k I l ) = π kl . It is easy to check (Fuller, 2009 ) that this estimator is unbiased, i.e. for all t ∈ [0, T ],
With real data, such as the electricity consumption trajectories presented in Fig. 1 , we do not observe Y k (t) at every instant t in [0, T ] but only have an evaluation of Y k at d discretization points 0 = t 1 < · · · < t d = T. Assuming that there are no measurement errors, which seems realistic in the case of electricity consumption curves, and that the trajectories are regular enough, linear interpolation is a robust and simple way to obtain accurate approximations of the trajectories at every instant t. For each unit k in the sample s, the interpolated trajectory is defined bỹ
It is then possible to define the Horvitz-Thompson estimator of the mean curve based on the discretized observations as
The covariance function of
and, as above, an unbiased estimator of
To go further we must adopt an asymptotic point of view assuming that the size N of the population grows to infinity.
Asymptotic Properties

Assumptions
Let us consider the superpopulation asymptotic framework introduced by Isaki & Fuller (1982) and discussed in detail in Fuller (2009) .We consider a sequence of growing and nested populations U N with size N tending to infinity and a sequence of samples s N of size n N drawn from U N according to the fixed-size sampling designs p N (s N ). Let us denote by π kN and π klN their first and second order inclusion probabilities. The sequence of subpopulations is an increasing nested one while the sample sequence is not. For simplicity of notation, we drop the subscript N in the following when there is no ambiguity. To prove our asymptotic results, we make the following assumptions. Assumption 1. We assume that lim 
Assumption 4. There are two positive constants C 2 and C 3 and β > 1/2 such that,
Assumptions 1 and 2 concern the moment properties of the sampling designs and are fulfilled for sampling plans such as simple random sampling without replacement or stratified sampling (Robinson & Särndal, 1983 , Breidt & Opsomer, 2000 . Assumptions 3 and 4 are of a functional nature and seem to be rather weak. Assumption 3 imposes only that the limit of the mean function exists and is continuous, and Assumption 4 states that the trajectories have a uniformly bounded second moment and their mean squared increments satisfy a Hölder condition.
Consistency
We can now state the first consistency results, assuming that the grid of the d N discretization points becomes finer and finer in [0, T ] as the population size N tends to infinity.
Proposition 3.1. Let Assumptions 1-4 hold. If the discretization scheme satisfies
Proposition 3.1 states that if the grid is fine enough then classical parametric rates of convergence can be attained uniformly, the additional hypothesis meaning that for smoother trajectories, i.e. larger β, fewer discretization points are needed. We would also like to obtain that γ d (t, t) is a consistent estimator of the variance function γ N (t, t). To do so, we need to introduce additional assumptions concerning the higher-order inclusion probabilities and the fourth order moments of the trajectories.
where D t,N denotes the set of all distinct t-tuples (i 1 , . . . , i t ) from U N . We also suppose that there are two positive constants C 4 and C 5 , such that
The first part of Assumption 5 is more restrictive than Assumption 2 and is assumed, for example, in Breidt & Opsomer (2000, part of assumption (A7)). It holds, for instance, in simple random sampling without replacement and stratified sampling.
Proposition 3.2. Let Assumptions 1-5 hold. If the discretization scheme satisfies
The multiplier n that appears in the Proposition 3.2 is due to the fact nγ N (t, t) is a bounded function. Proposition 3.2 only states that we can obtain a uniformly consistent estimator of the variance function of the estimated mean trajectory. More restrictive conditions concerning the sampling design would be needed to get rates of convergence.
Asymptotic normality and confidence bands
Proceeding further, we would now like to derive the asymptotic distribution of our estimator µ d in order to build asymptotic confidence intervals and bands. Obtaining the asymptotic normality of estimators in survey sampling is a technical and difficult issue even for simple quantities such as means or totals of real numbers. Although confidence intervals are commonly used in the survey sampling community, the Central Limit Theorem has only been checked rigourously, as far as we know, for a few sampling designs. Erdös & Rényi (1959) and Hàjek (1960) proved that the Horvitz-Thompson estimator is asymptotically Gaussian for simple random sampling without replacement. These results were extended more recently to stratified sampling by Bickel & Freedman (1994) and some particular cases of two-phase sampling designs by Chen & Rao (2007) . Fuller (2009, §1. 3) proposes a recent review. Let us assume that the Horvitz-Thompson estimator satisfies a Central Limit Theorem for real valued quantities with new moment conditions. Assumption 6. There is some δ > 0, such that N −1
We can now formulate the following proposition, which tells us that if the sampling design is such that the Horvitz-Thompson estimator of the total of real quantities is asymptotically Gaussian, then our estimator µ d is also asymptotically Gaussian in the space of continuous functions equipped with the sup norm. This means that point-wise normality can be transposed, under regularity assumptions on the trajectories and the asymptotic distance between adjacent discretization points, to a functional Central Limit Theorem. Proposition 3.3. Let Assumptions 1-4 and 6 hold and suppose that the discretization points satisfy
where X is a Gaussian random function taking values in C[0, T ] with mean 0 and covariance functionγ(s, t) = lim N →∞ nγ N (s, t).
The proof, given in the Appendix, is based on the Cramer-Wold device which gives access to multivariate normality when considering discretized trajectories. Tightness arguments are then invoked in order to obtain the functional version of the Central Limit Theorem.
Using heuristic arguments similar to those of Degras (2009), we can also build asymptotic confidence bands in order to evaluate the global accuracy of our estimator. To do so, we make use of an asymptotic result from Landau & Shepp (1970) , which states that the supremum of a centred Gaussian random function Z taking values in C[0, T ], with covariance function ρ(s, t) satisfies
Assuming that inf tγ (t, t) > 0, it is easy to prove, with Slutsky's Lemma and Propositions 3.2 and 3.3, that the sequence of random functions
satisfies the Central Limit Theorem in C[0, T ] and converges in distribution to Z(t). Then, the continuous mapping theorem tells us that, for each λ > 0, P{sup t |Z n (t)| > λ} converges to P{sup t |Z(t)| > λ}. Applying (7) to Z n , a direct computation yields that, for a given risk α > 0,
Equation (8) indicates that, compared to point-wise confidence intervals, global ones can be obtained simply by replacing the scaling given by the quantile of a normal centred unit variance Gaussian variable by the factor {2 log(2/α)} 1/2 . For example, if α=0·05, respectively α=0·01, then {2 log(2/α)} 1/2 = 2·716, respectively 3·255, instead of 1·960, respectively 2·576, for a point-wise confidence interval with 0·95 confidence, respectively 0·99. The result presented in equation (7) is asymptotic and is therefore more reliable when α is close to zero as seen in our simulation study.
Stratified sampling designs
We now consider now the particular case of stratified sampling with simple random sampling without replacement in all strata, assuming the population U is divided into a fixed number H of strata. This means that there is a partitioning of U into H sub-populations denoted by U h , (h = 1, . . . , H). We can define the mean curve µ h within each stra- ] , where N h is the number of units in stratum h. The covariance function, γ h (s, t), within stratum h is defined by γ h (s,
In stratified sampling with simple random sampling without replacement in all strata, the first and second order inclusion probabilities are explicitly known, and the mean curve estimator of µ N (t) is µ strat (t) = N −1
, where s h is a sample of size n h , with n h < N h , obtained by simple random sampling without replacement in stratum U h . The covariance function of µ strat , can be expressed as
For real valued quantities, optimal allocation rules, which determine the sizes n h of the samples in all the strata, are generally defined in order to obtain an estimator whose variance is as small as possible. In our functional context, and as in the multivariate case (Cochran, 1977, §5A.2) , determining an optimal allocation clearly depends on the criterion to be minimized. Indeed, one could consider many different optimization criteria which would lead to different optimal allocations rules. The width of the global confidence bands derived in equation (8) depend only on the standard deviation of the estimator at each instant t and minimising the width at the worst instant of time or minimizing the average width along time are natural criteria. Nevertheless, finding the solution of such optimization problems is not trivial and not investigated further in this paper. If we consider the optimal allocation based on minimising the mean variance instead of the mean standard deviation, we can then find explicit and simple solutions to min (n 1 ,...,n H ) T 0 γ strat (t, t) dt subject to H h=1 n h = n and n h > 0, h = 1, . . . , H.
The solution is
with S 2 h = T 0 γ h (t, t)dt, h = 1, . . . , H, similar to that of the multivariate case when considering a total variance criterion (Cochran, 1977) . This means that a stratum with higher variance than the others should be sampled at a higher sampling rate n h /N h . The gain when considering optimal allocation compared to proportional allocation, i.e. n h = nN h /N, can also be derived easily.
An illustration with electricity consumption
Over the next few yearsÉlectricité De France plans to install millions of sophisticated electricity meters that will be able to send, on request, electricity consumption measurements every second. Empirical studies have shown that even the simplest survey sampling strategies, such as simple random sampling without replacement, are very competitive with signal processing approaches such as wavelet expansions, when the aim is to estimate the mean consumption curve. To test and compare the different possible strategies, a test population of N = 18902 electricity meters has been installed in small and large companies. These electricity meters have read electricity consumption every half an hour over a period of two weeks.
We split the temporal observations and considered only the second week for estimation. The reading from first week were used to build the strata. Thus, our population of curves is a set of N = 18902 vectors The strata were built by clustering the population according to the maximum level of consumption during the first week. We decided to retain H = 4 different clusters based on the quartiles so that all the strata have the same size. The mean trajectories during the first week in the clusters, drawn in Figure 2 We compared three sampling strategies, with the same sample size n = 2000, to estimate the mean population curve µ(t) and build confidence bands during the second week. In order to evaluate these estimators, we drew 1000 samples using the following sampling designs, SRSWR simple random sampling estimator without replacement, which was first tested by Electricité de France;
Proportional stratified sampling with proportional allocation, in which allocation in each stratum is defined as follows n h = nN h /N ; the size of each stratum is 500;
Optimal stratified sampling with optimal allocation according to the rule defined in (10). The sizes of the strata are 126 (stratum 1), 212 (stratum 2), 333 (stratum 3) and 1329 (stratum 4).
To evaluate the accuracy of the estimators, we considered the following loss criteria, evaluated with discretized data using quadrature rules, for the estimator µ, respectively γ, of the mean trajectory, respectively of the mean variance,
Basic statistics for the estimation errors of the mean function are given in Table 1 . First, we observe that clustering the space of functions by means of stratified sampling leads to a large gain in terms of the accuracy of the estimators. In addition, there is a substantial difference between the proportional and the optimal allocation rules. Table 1 : Estimation errors for µ and γ(t, t) for the different sampling designs. Mean 1st quartile median 3rd quartile mean 1st quartile median 3rd quartile  SRSWR  4·46  2·37  3·75  5·68  5·26  2·42  4·04  6·64  Proportional  3·48  2·03  2·87  4·43  4·77  2·07  3·51  5·79  Optimal  2·43  1·55  2·10  3·04  1·02  0·56  0·88  1·30 We now examine the true standard deviation functions √ γ(t, t), which are proportional to the width of the confidence bands. They depend on the sampling design and are drawn in Figure 2 (b) . The theoretical standard deviation is much smaller, at all instants t, for the optimal allocation rule, and it is about twice smaller compared to simple random sampling without replacement. There is also a strong periodicity effect in the simple random sampling without replacement due to the lack of control over the units with high levels of consumption (stratum 4). Estimation errors, according to criterion (11), of the true covariance functions are reported in Table 1 . The error is much smaller for stratified optimal allocation than for the other estimators; optimal allocation provides better estimates as well as better estimation of their variance.
Mean function Variance function
Finally, we computed the global confidence bands to check that formula (8), which relies on asymptotic properties of the supremum of Gaussian processes, remains valid when considering confidence levels 0·95 and 0·99. The empirical coverage is close to the nominal one for the simple random sampling without replacement, 93·8% and 98·3%, whereas it is a little bit liberal, especially for smaller levels, for the stratified sampling designs, 88·7% and 96·8% for proportional allocation, and 88·1% and 96·8% for optimal allocation.
Concluding remarks
The experimental results on a test population of electricity consumption curves confirm that stratification, in conjunction with the optimal allocation rule, can lead, in cases of such high dimensional data, to important gains in terms of the accuracy of the estimation and width of the global confidence bands compared to more basic approaches. We have proposed a simple rule to get confidence bands that could certainly be improved, in terms of empirical coverage, by computing more realistic scaling factors with bootstrap procedures (Faraway, 1997) or Gaussian process simulations (Degras, 2010) .
Choosing appropriate strata is also an important aspect of such improvement. Nevertheless, it will generally be impossible to determine for all units to which cluster they belong. Borrowing ideas from Breidt & Opsomer (2008) , one possible strategy is to perform clustering on the observed sample and then try to predict to which stratum the units that are not in the sample belong using auxiliary information and supervised classification.
We have assumed that the observed trajectories are not corrupted by noise at the discretization points. Although this assumption seems quite reasonable in the case of electricity consumption measurements, it is not true in general. Thus, linear interpolation may not always be effective and linear smoother estimators, such a kernels or smoothing splines, would probably be more appropriate ways to obtain functional versions of the discretized observations.
Finally, another direction for future research is to combine optimal allocation for stratification with model-assisted estimation when auxiliary information is available. There are close relationships between the shape of electricity consumption curves and variables such as past consumption, temperature, household area or type of electricity contract. Such an estimation procedure relies, as noted in Cardot et al. (2010) , on a parsimonious representation of the trajectories in order to reduce the dimension of the data. One way to achieve this is to first perform a functional principal components analysis and then to model the relationship between the principal components and the auxiliary information.
for some positive constant C 6 which does not depend on t. Consequently, √ n sup
We now study the sampling error. Consider the pseudo-metric
We apply a result of van der Vaart and Wellner (2000, §2.2) based on maximal inequalities to get the uniform convergence and consider the packing number D ( , d N ) , which is the maximum number of points in [0, T ] whose distance between each pair is strictly larger than . It is clear from (14) that D( , d N ) = O( −1/β ). Considering now the particular Orlicz norm with ψ(x) = x 2 in Theorem 2.2.4 of van der Vaart and Welner (2000), we directly final that T 0 ψ −1 ( −1/β )d < ∞ when β > 1/2, and consequently there is a constant C 8 such that
Since
we get the announced result with (12), (13) and (15).
of Proposition 3.2. The proof follows the same lines as the proof of proposition 3.1. Let us first write,
With Assumptions 1-3, we have, for some constants C 9 and C 10 ,
Thus, using Assumption 1, n sup
Consider now the sampling error and define, for (s, t) ∈ [0, T ] × [0, T ], d 2 N (s, t) = n 2 E { γ N (t, t) − γ N (t, t) − γ N (s, s) + γ N (s, s)} 2 and φ kl (s, t)
Following the same lines as the proof of Theorem 3 in Breidt & Opsomer (2000) , we get after some algebra that, for some constant C 11 , d 2 N (s, t) ≤ C 11 n −1 + max
Applying again a maximal inequality as in the Proof of Proposition 3.1, we get the announced result.
of Proposition 3.3. Noting that, with (13), √ n { µ d (t) − µ N (t)} = √ n { µ N (t) − µ N (t)} + o(1), uniformly in t, we only need to study the asymptotic distribution of the random function X n (t) = √ n { µ N (t) − µ N (t)} , for t ∈ [0, T ].
We first consider a m-tuple (t 1 [M ] ij =γ(t i , t j ). The Cramer-Wold device tells us that the vector (X n (t 1 ), . . . , X n (t m )) is asymptotically multivariate normal. Secondly, we need to check that X n satisfies a tightness property in order to get the asymptotic convergence in distribution in the space of continuous functions C[0, T ]. We have with (14), for all (s, t) ∈ [0, T ] × [0, T ], E{|X n (t) − X n (s)| 2 } ≤ C 7 |t − s| 2β , and the sequence X n is tight, when β > 1/2, according to Theorem 12.3 of Billingsley (1968) .
